
April 13, 2023 

Judiciary Committee 

Alaska State Senate 

120 4th St. 

Juneau, AK 99801 

 

Dear Members of the Judiciary Committee: 

We write today to express our grave concern with Senate Bill 128 recently introduced in the 

Alaska State Legislature with the aim of “temporarily closing the commercial salmon fishery in a 

portion of the Alaska Peninsula and Aleutian Islands; and providing for an effective date." 

Just a few months ago, in February of this year, a week-long, thorough, and considerate review 

of this very question took place at the Board of Fisheries in Anchorage. Stakeholders from all 

sides and regions were present and made their positions known to the Board, and the Board 

took into account the many perspectives, science, and other evidence regarding this fishery, 

management, and its impacts. In doing so, the Board ultimately decided that there was no 

cause to close the fishery. 

Management decisions should be based on science, not politics, and the science supports the 

decision made by the Board of Fisheries. Recent NOAA and ADF&G research strongly 

suggests poor marine smolt survival is likely linked to changing oceanic conditions and lack of 

available food. According to NOAA, extreme warm ocean temperatures during the years 2016 – 

2019 when juvenile AYK chum were rearing in the ocean are a major reason for adult declines 

to AYK rivers in 2020 and 2021. Warm ocean waters resulted in poor prey density as well as 

poor prey quality (low fat content), which contributes to poor growth and survival.  

ADF&G reports that June harvest rates for this fishery were 2.1%, 3.6%, & 6.9% in 2007, 2008, 

& 2009 respectively, for the entire CWAK group which extends from Bristol Bay to Norton 

Sound. This is an average harvest rate of 4.2%. Salmon declines are complex, and accurate 

representation of data and science must be central to any decision regarding fishery closures. 

Full deliberations were had in February before the Board, including biologists from the Alaska 

Department of Fish & Game, and many other experts. 

If passed, this bill would cause extensive economic and cultural damage to the communities of 

the Eastern Aleutians, from which these communities and their economies may never recover. 

The jobs lost for fishermen and processors would have impacts that reverberate throughout 

families and communities. The extent to which these communities depend on salmon cannot be 

overstated, particularly since the collapse of the gulf cod populations. 

If passed, such an action by this legislative body would be unprecedented in both process and 

otherwise widespread impacts. This potential precedent of overriding Board of Fish actions 

would have numerous consequences–including diminishing the value and work of the Board 

and opening the door for the legislature to start managing fisheries in the state. Proceeding with 

this bill would set a dangerous precedent that would imperil the authority of the Board of 

Fisheries and disregard the longstanding respect different regulatory and legislative bodies have 

for each other throughout Alaska’s state government. 



Please do not advance this bill, as doing so goes against well-established science and prior 

expert decisions. 

 

Respectfully,  

 

Kiley Thompson 

President 

Area M Seiners Association 





 

 
Box 2196, Petersburg AK 99833  *  (253) 279-0707  *  usag.alaska@gmail.com  *  akgillnet.org 

USAG’S MAIN PURPOSE IS TO PROTECT, SERVE AND ENHANCE SOUTHEAST ALASKA’S COMMERCIAL GILLNET FISHERY  
 

April 17, 2023 

 

Senator Matt Claman, chair 

Senate Judiciary Committee 

Juneau Capitol Building 205 

Juneau, Ak 99901 

 

Dear Senator Claman and committee members, 

 

 United Southeast Alaska Gillnetters are a non-profit commercial fishery advocacy group 

comprising of 175 permit holders and businesses that are dedicated to the preservation and 

economical viability of the SEAK drift gillnet fishery. 

 We are writing today to oppose SB 128. Our organization have been participants in the 

Board of Fisheries process since our inception in 1977. As very active participants in that process, 

we recognize the frustration associated with decisions the board makes. However, we also 

recognize that the process is as public as it can possibly be. There is ample opportunity to propose 

regulatory changes, comment on proposals, personally testify, work in the committee of the whole, 

and work with individual board members during the course of a meeting.  

 While it may be within your authority to legislate fishery regulations, you should remember 

that this body confirmed the Board of Fisheries members, thereby delegating them authority. Those 

members have availed themselves to hours of reading proposals and comments, listening and 

reading ADF&G staff reports and data, listening to personal testimony, interacting with 

stakeholders during the committee of the whole and on the sidelines. Does the legislature have the 

time and energy to do the same? My guess is no. Moving this bill will reset the bar for uninformed 

legislation.  

 Moving this bill sets an awful precedent, that denigrates the Board process and demoralizes 

stakeholders, and hundreds of Advisory Committee members across the state. Choosing to cherry 

pick regulations after a recent meeting will tempt others to do the same, resulting in more 

legislation with extensive testimony, taking time and energy from other important issues you will 

be tasked with.  

 Our organization offers no opinion on the Board of Fisheries decision that prompted this 

distasteful legislation. We were not participants at that particular meeting, nor have we availed 

ourselves to the extensive material surrounding it. Our assumption, as it is with every BOF decision, 

is that it was made using the best available science, and all stakeholder’s input was considered. This 



bill takes fishery politics to a level we have never seen. There is a reason the authority has been 

delegated to the Board of Fisheries, and our hope is that reason will be honored. This governor 

appointed lay board doe not deserve to be second guessed by the legislature that confirmed their 

appointment.  

 

  

 

Sincerely, 

  

Max Worhatch, Executive Director, USAG  

 

Cc: Senator Bert Steadman 

       Representative Dan Ortiz 

       Representative Rebbeca Himschoot 

       Representative Andi Story 

       Representative Sara Hannon 

  

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

      
 

           

 

 



    
    Established 1955 

North Pacific Fisheries Association 
P.O. Box 796 Homer, AK 99603 

npfahomer@gmail.com // www.npfahomer.com 

 

April 18, 2023 
Senator Matt Claman, Chairman Alaska Senate Judiciary Committee Juneau, AK  
 
RE: Opposition to Senate Bill 128 
 
Dear Senator Claman and Committee members,  

North Pacific Fisheries Association (NPFA) represents commercial fishermen and their families 
who harvest halibut, salmon, black cod, pacific cod, crab and herring. Based in Homer, our members 
fish throughout the waters of Alaska -- from Dixon Entrance to St. Mathews Island. We participate in 
the State of Alaska’s public process for fisheries management in many fisheries relevant to our 
members. While we may not always agree with the decisions made by the Board of Fisheries, we 
respect the process and value the opportunity for public input.  

NPFA opposes Senate Bill 128 (SB128). This bill neglects to acknowledge that millions of State 
dollars have already been spent and are continuing to be spent on catch sampling and genetic analysis 
in Area M fisheries. It also undermines the State of Alaska’s Board of Fisheries, a body appointed by the 
Governor and approved by a joint session of the State Legislature.  SB 128 discounts the overwhelming 
public testimonies and expert reports that have been given in response to proposal 140 at the Alaska 
Peninsula Board of Fisheries meeting in February. This bill also negates the Board’s weighed and 
measured response to the proposal in question which has already resulted in further restriction and 
limits of Area M fisheries in the month of June.  

During the February 2023 Board of Fisheries meeting, the Board listened to expert Alaska 
Department of Fish and Game staff reports on proposal 140. They also extended the meeting by 
several days to listen to public testimony from 300 individuals. Two days were set aside for committee 
meetings, at which there was even more opportunity for public input. Prior to the meeting there was 
also the allotted time for the submission of written public comment regardless of attendance.  

We cannot pull science-based sustainable fisheries management away from those who have 
the experience and knowledge necessary to do so. We know we’re in uncertain times with stocks, we 
understand the strain on families just as keenly as any other family in any other user group around the 
state. Taking from the mouths of our neighbors does not fix a resource problem, it just reallocates the 
resource. In the case of this bill, it doesn’t even result in a noticeable reallocation to Western Alaska as, 
for example, the bill would close the Nelson Lagoon fishery which catches ZERO Western Alaska bound 
chum and very few in other Area M fisheries which are targeting sockeye salmon in the month of June. 
These oversights of the facts of the region further demonstrate to NPFA that fisheries management 
should be left in the capable hands of State fisheries managers and the Board of Fisheries. Please do 
NOT support SB128.  

 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration, 

 

Malcolm Milne 

NPFA, President 



SB128         Petersburg Vessel Owner’s Association 
PO Box 232 Petersburg AK, 99833              (907) 772-9323            email: pvoa@gci.net 
 
April 18, 2023 

 

Senator Claman 

Senate Judiciary Committee  

Juneau AK, 99801 

 

RE: SB128 Commercial Salmon Fishery Closure 

 

Dear Chairman Claman and Senate Judiciary Members, 

 
Petersburg Vessel Owner’s Association (PVOA) is composed of 85 members participating in a 
wide variety of species and gear type fisheries in state and federally managed waters and 
businesses supportive to the industry. PVOA members fish throughout Alaska from Southeast 
to the Bering Sea. Targeted species include salmon, herring, halibut, sablefish, crab, shrimp, sea 
cucumbers, and geoducks.  
 
We are writing today in opposition to SB128 to close salmon fisheries in Area M from June 
10th to June 30th. PVOA is deeply concerned by this use of legislation to manage fisheries, 
circumventing the process outlined in statute charging the Alaska Board of Fisheries with 
making allocative decisions for our fisheries resources and ADF&G with management based on 
those decisions.  
 
We understand the chum salmon crisis in Western Alaska and the current need to protect 
Yukon and Kuskokwim origin chums. ADF&G sampling of Area M fisheries in 2022 to this end 
found the commercial fisheries have very little impact on these runs. This sampling found:  

• 17.7% of the chum harvest in the month of June in Area M salmon fisheries were from 
the Coastal Western Alaska stock group. This stock group includes chum stocks from 
Bristol Bay all the way to Norton Sound. 

• Chums of Asian hatchery origin made up the largest proportion of the Area M chum 
harvest in June at 58% (page 15)1. 

 
It seems SB128 comes from a perception that the Board of Fisheries failed to take action on 
proposals concerning Area M fisheries at the recent Alaska Peninsula/Aleutian Island/Chignik 
Finfish meeting. The Board did take action to benefit AYK chum salmon. They voted to 
significantly reduced fishing time in regulation, permanently closed an entire area known to 
have higher chum harvest, and implemented new caps in the June fishery for South Unimak and 
Shumagin Islands that if reached requires ADF&G to further restrict fishing inseason. 
 

 
1 Dann, T. H., H. A. Hoyt, E. M. Lee, E. K. C. Fox, and M. B. Foster. 2023. Genetic stock composition of chum salmon 
harvested in commercial salmon fisheries of the South Alaska Peninsula, 2022. Alaska Department of Fish and 
Game, Special Publication No. 23-07, Anchorage. 



SB128         Petersburg Vessel Owner’s Association 
PO Box 232 Petersburg AK, 99833              (907) 772-9323            email: pvoa@gci.net 
 
Additionally, the Board of Fisheries approved the fleet implementing a cooperative 
management agreement. This requires 100% of the fleet to sign-on, share all harvest data, 
monitor chum harvest inseason, and stand down or move fishing locations when directed to 
create opportunity for chum to pass through. This adaptive approach is actually the only way to 
ensure more passage of the Coastal Western Alaska stock group, as fixed closures in regulation 
cannot correspond to where and when chum are actually passing the Alaska Peninsula from 
year to year. 
 
The Board of Fisheries made these decisions after extending the meeting by two days in order 
to accommodate nearly 400 testifiers and viewing over 800 pages ADF&G reports and 
comments as they prepared to deliberate on 54 proposals.  
 
Alaska Board of Fisheries members are appointed by the Governor, confirmed by the 
legislature, advised by ADF&G scientific data, and informed by the public. Each step is 
conducted in an open public process. Board member’s service to the State of Alaska comes at 
the personal cost of time away from their families, homes, and jobs. SB128 is a disservice to the 
sacrifices Board of Fisheries members make and the time the public dedicates to the process.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Megan O’Neil 
Executive Director 
 



Concerned Area M Fishermen
35717 Walkabout Rd.
Homer, AK 99603

April 18; 2023

Senator Matt Claman, Chairman
Alaska Senate Judiciary Committee
Juneau, AK

Re: Opposition to Senate Bill 128

Dear Senator Claman and Committee members:

Concerned Area M Fishermen ( CAMF) represents salmon drift net permit holders who fish the
Alaska Peninsula. About 80% of the active permit holders in the fishery are CAMF members,
and half of those are Alaska residents living primarily on the Kenai Peninsula, as well as King
Cove and Sand Point on the Alaska Peninsula. CAMF strongly opposes SB 128.

CAMF believes the Alaska Board of Fisheries (BOF), not the Alaska State Legislature, is the
proper forum for adjudicating regulatory and allocation issues within Alaskan fisheries. In the
February 2023 Board of Fisheries meeting for the Alaska Peninsula, the Board listened to a full
day of ADF&G staff reports on proposals before the Board, as well as 300 public testimonies
over the course of an additional 3 days. In addition, there was another two days devoted to
additional committee meetings where the public could offer information not covered in previous
public testimony. There is simply no way for the legislature to fairly substitute its judgment for
the BOF because it will have nothing resembling the full suite of ADF&G information and public
input the Board did.

CAMF understands SB 128 is a result of the recent February Area M meeting and the failure of
the Board to adopt proposal #140 which proposed severe restrictions in the June False Pass
fishery. However, it seems to be widely misunderstood that the Board took no action in light of
recent poor chum salmon returns to western Alaska, primarily the Yukon River. This is false.
The Board did take restrictive action in the fishery though not to the draconian degree that
proponents of proposal #140 would have liked. Fishing time WAS restricted, area WAS closed
in June, and harvest “triggers” were put in place to ensure the harvest of chums caught
incidentally to the sockeye fishery was constrained.

The State of Alaska has spent literally millions of dollars studying the June False Pass fishery,
including in 2022. Additional catch sampling and genetic analysis of the catches in the fishery
are planned for the next several years as well at a cost of additional millions. In fact, I’d be hard
pressed to name another salmon fishery in Alaska studied as much as the False Pass fishery.
The Board has considered all this information at length. But if we’re not going to utilize the
information the millions of dollars of expenditures have gained us, why do the studies? If



stakeholders who don’t like a BOF decision just go to the legislature and use political muscle to
nullify it, why even have the structure of a Board of Fisheries? CAMF believes it’s a road the
State of Alaska should not, indeed, must not, go down

Finally, CAMF also wishes to express our dismay that this poorly considered bill closes the
whole of the Alaska Peninsula salmon fishery for the month of June, not just that portion of the
fishery where chum salmon are incidentally caught (i.e. the False Pass fishery). There is a
significant sockeye fishery that occurs on the North Peninsula (Bering Sea side) in the last 10
days of June that would also be closed if this bill were to pass. This fishery catches NO western
Alaska bound chum salmon. This would have a dramatic negative impact on the participants in
the fishery for not even a minimal marginal benefit to western Alaska subsistence users, so why
close it? In addition, this bill would close the Nelson Lagoon fishery in June as well, again this
fishery catches NO western Alaska chum salmon. Is this an intention of the bill’s author? We
believe closing fisheries on the Peninsula that the bill’s author probably doesn’t even know
about is a perfect example of why the legislature has no business in involving itself in these
issues. Please don’t support this bill.

Respectfully,

Steve Brown, President
Concerned Area M Fishermen
35717 Walkabout Road
Homer, AK. 99603

.



From: Nicole Kimball
To: Sen. Matt Claman
Subject: SB 128 - Judiciary committee
Date: Wednesday, April 19, 2023 10:20:45 AM
Attachments: BOF Changes in Area M FINAL LOGO.pdf

AEB fact sheet_SB 128.pdf

Senator Claman:
I am sure you have this (attached) one-pager from the United Fishermen of Alaska, showing the BOF
action in February on the Area M salmon fisheries and how that translates to significant, additional
on-the-water restrictions this year. I believe you also have the fact sheet prepared by AEB with help
from fishermen and processors.
Please do not pass SB128 out of the Judiciary Committee absent a review from legal services. The bill
should not advance even if just for process concerns resulting from circumventing a management
decision under the purview of a board that the legislature has explicitly tasked with the conservation
and management of the state’s fisheries. I am a born and raised Alaskan and disagree with BOF
decisions all the time, but that does not mean a better place for those decisions is in the legislature,
which lacks the days of public testimony, advisory committee input, development of proposals by
further public input during committee of the whole, legal advice, and dozens of ADFG staff
supporting the meetings throughout with science, technical, and management expertise.
Thank you for taking this issue very seriously. It will negatively affect Alaskan fishermen,
communities, and processors in these very remote communities that are dependent on salmon
fisheries, without the intended benefit. Part of the reason the Board of Fish exists is to have science
be part of the management decision, and to groundtruth whether a particular action will have the
intended effect. This occurred in this case through the Board process, but science-driven
management would be lost if the legislature starts inserting itself in specific fisheries management
decisions as is the case in SB 128.
Nicole Kimball
Pacific Seafood Processors Association (PSPA)
Anchorage
907-223-1648

mailto:NicoleK@pspafish.net
mailto:Sen.Matt.Claman@akleg.gov



 


   


                     Purse Seine Fishery in Area M 
 


 
 


Pre-BOF Action Post-BOF Action Difference 


88 hours for 1st fishing period 68 hours for 1st fishing period 22.7% less fishing time 


32 hour closure between 1st and 


2nd fishing periods 


76 hour closure between 1st and 


2nd fishing periods 
2.4 times longer closure 


88 hours for 2nd fishing period 66 hours for 2nd fishing period 25% less fishing time 


Sanak Island Section of Unimak 
District open for all gear types 


Sanak Island Section of Unimak 
District closed to all gear types 


Complete loss of fishing opportunity 
in Sanak Island Section 


 


 


Cooperative Management Agreement with Purse Seine Fleet & Processors (see RC104) 


Chum harvest during the first two fishing periods (now shorter) will be assessed for number harvested 


Chum samples will also be taken for future genetic stock identification work 


-On June 19th if chum harvest is 300,000 or more then the 3rd and 4th fishing periods will be reduced 


from 88 hours to 44 hours (50% less fishing time) in Shumagin Islands and South Unimak fisheries 


Chum harvest will be assessed again following the 3rd fishing period 


Chum samples will also be taken for future genetic stock identification work 


-On June 24th if chum harvest is 450,000 or more then the Shumagin Islands and South Unimak fisheries 


will close for the remainder of June 


 
 


ADFG Alaska Peninsula Management Area M Statistical Chart excerpt 


Yellow Highlight shows newly closed Sanak Island Section 
Pink Highlight shows Shumagin Islands and South Unimak areas subject to closure under chum triggers 








Aleutians East Borough, 907-274-7557 or eweiss@aeboro.org 


 


FACT SHEET 
SB 128 and Board of Fish decision on Area M commercial salmon fishery 


 
 


• SB 128 would have the legislature close the Area M salmon fisheries in June 2023.  
o Overriding the authority of a State board will have long-lasting and unknown precedents 


on future management issues, beyond Area M and beyond fisheries.   
o This bill will cause irreparable harm to Alaska communities without any notable 


beneficial impacts to Yukon/Kuskokwim chum returns.  
o The Board of Fisheries took action in February 2023 to further restrict the fishery.  


  
• It is harmful precedent for the legislature to substitute its own judgement for that of the 


Board of Fisheries, who has authority over state fish management. The Board is appointed by 
the Governor, confirmed by the legislature, and is informed by ADFG expertise, scientific data, 
and a very public process with hundreds of people testifying on this issue alone in February. 
 


• Despite the claims, the impact of the Area M salmon fisheries on AYK chum returns is very low 
according to recent scientific data.  
- In February, the BOF received (2022) sampling data indicating that about 17% of the chum 


harvest in all of the June Area M salmon fisheries was from the coastal western Alaska stock 
group (meaning chum stocks from a large coastal area that spans Norton Sound to Bristol 
Bay).  


- The harvest rate provided by scientists was 5.5% for South Alaska Peninsula – and this was 
explicitly presented as an overestimate. This means less than 5.5% of the total chum 
returning to coastal western AK was harvested in Area M.  


- Asian/Russian hatchery chum continue to make up the largest proportion of the Area M 
chum harvest in June (58%).  


 


• Despite this relatively low impact, in February 2023 the Board significantly restricted the Area 
M commercial sockeye fishery to try to further limit any impacts given the status of AYK chum 
stocks. Specifically, the Board: 


1. significantly reduced fishing time;  
2. closed an entire area known for higher chum harvest;  
3. implemented new limits/caps in the June fishery for South Unimak and the Shumagin 


Islands, which if reached would require ADFG to further restrict fishing inseason 
 


• The Board also approved the fleet implementing a cooperative management agreement, which 
requires 100% of the fleet to sign on, share all harvest data, monitor chum harvest inseason in 
space and time, and stand down or move fishing locations when directed, to create opportunity 
for chum to pass through. This adaptive approach is actually the only way to ensure more 
passage to coastal western AK, as opposed to fixed closures in regulation that don’t correspond 
to when chum are actually on the fishing grounds. 
 


• SB 128 will directly harm Area M fishermen, processors, and the communities dependent on 
these fisheries, especially Sand Point, King Cove, and False Pass. These harvests sustain 
families and provide the vast majority of operating revenue for these communities through 
local, borough, and state shared fish taxes.  







Aleutians East Borough, 907-274-7557 or eweiss@aeboro.org 


 


- Without salmon, the multiple processors and the fishing economy they support would be 
eliminated.  


- 32% of the fish taxes received by Aleutians East Borough (AEB) in 2022 were from salmon 
- 80% of the private sector jobs in the AEB communities are seafood-related 
- the great majority of Area M salmon permits are owned and fished by Alaska residents 


 


• While the BOF did not adopt Proposal 140, the board’s final regulatory action in 2023 was an 
improved solution to pass chum salmon through – which is the intended goal.  Proposal 140, 
like this SB 128, would directly harm Alaska communities without any notable benefits to AYK 
chum returns and AYK communities reliant on chum. 


 


• Scientists are telling us that climate and ecosystem changes are having substantial impacts on 
salmon and salmon returns in AYK. Clear presentations from federal and state scientists point 
to recent marine heatwaves negatively impacting AYK chum salmon in significant, multiple ways 
(heat stressors, including making salmon more vulnerable to parasites, lower quality prey, and 
increased predators) while they are in the marine environment.  



https://meetings.npfmc.org/CommentReview/DownloadFile?p=3a0643f9-e99e-451e-bc4a-96848c3cc26d.pdf&fileName=PPT%20D1a%20WAK%20Chinook%20and%20Chum%20Salmon%20Marine%20Research.pdf
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FACT SHEET 
SB 128 and Board of Fish decision on Area M commercial salmon fishery 

 
 

• SB 128 would have the legislature close the Area M salmon fisheries in June 2023.  
o Overriding the authority of a State board will have long-lasting and unknown precedents 

on future management issues, beyond Area M and beyond fisheries.   
o This bill will cause irreparable harm to Alaska communities without any notable 

beneficial impacts to Yukon/Kuskokwim chum returns.  
o The Board of Fisheries took action in February 2023 to further restrict the fishery.  

  
• It is harmful precedent for the legislature to substitute its own judgement for that of the 

Board of Fisheries, who has authority over state fish management. The Board is appointed by 
the Governor, confirmed by the legislature, and is informed by ADFG expertise, scientific data, 
and a very public process with hundreds of people testifying on this issue alone in February. 
 

• Despite the claims, the impact of the Area M salmon fisheries on AYK chum returns is very low 
according to recent scientific data.  
- In February, the BOF received (2022) sampling data indicating that about 17% of the chum 

harvest in all of the June Area M salmon fisheries was from the coastal western Alaska stock 
group (meaning chum stocks from a large coastal area that spans Norton Sound to Bristol 
Bay).  

- The harvest rate provided by scientists was 5.5% for South Alaska Peninsula – and this was 
explicitly presented as an overestimate. This means less than 5.5% of the total chum 
returning to coastal western AK was harvested in Area M.  

- Asian/Russian hatchery chum continue to make up the largest proportion of the Area M 
chum harvest in June (58%).  

 

• Despite this relatively low impact, in February 2023 the Board significantly restricted the Area 
M commercial sockeye fishery to try to further limit any impacts given the status of AYK chum 
stocks. Specifically, the Board: 

1. significantly reduced fishing time;  
2. closed an entire area known for higher chum harvest;  
3. implemented new limits/caps in the June fishery for South Unimak and the Shumagin 

Islands, which if reached would require ADFG to further restrict fishing inseason 
 

• The Board also approved the fleet implementing a cooperative management agreement, which 
requires 100% of the fleet to sign on, share all harvest data, monitor chum harvest inseason in 
space and time, and stand down or move fishing locations when directed, to create opportunity 
for chum to pass through. This adaptive approach is actually the only way to ensure more 
passage to coastal western AK, as opposed to fixed closures in regulation that don’t correspond 
to when chum are actually on the fishing grounds. 
 

• SB 128 will directly harm Area M fishermen, processors, and the communities dependent on 
these fisheries, especially Sand Point, King Cove, and False Pass. These harvests sustain 
families and provide the vast majority of operating revenue for these communities through 
local, borough, and state shared fish taxes.  
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- Without salmon, the multiple processors and the fishing economy they support would be 
eliminated.  

- 32% of the fish taxes received by Aleutians East Borough (AEB) in 2022 were from salmon 
- 80% of the private sector jobs in the AEB communities are seafood-related 
- the great majority of Area M salmon permits are owned and fished by Alaska residents 

 

• While the BOF did not adopt Proposal 140, the board’s final regulatory action in 2023 was an 
improved solution to pass chum salmon through – which is the intended goal.  Proposal 140, 
like this SB 128, would directly harm Alaska communities without any notable benefits to AYK 
chum returns and AYK communities reliant on chum. 

 

• Scientists are telling us that climate and ecosystem changes are having substantial impacts on 
salmon and salmon returns in AYK. Clear presentations from federal and state scientists point 
to recent marine heatwaves negatively impacting AYK chum salmon in significant, multiple ways 
(heat stressors, including making salmon more vulnerable to parasites, lower quality prey, and 
increased predators) while they are in the marine environment.  

https://meetings.npfmc.org/CommentReview/DownloadFile?p=3a0643f9-e99e-451e-bc4a-96848c3cc26d.pdf&fileName=PPT%20D1a%20WAK%20Chinook%20and%20Chum%20Salmon%20Marine%20Research.pdf


 

   

                     Purse Seine Fishery in Area M 
 

 
 

Pre-BOF Action Post-BOF Action Difference 

88 hours for 1st fishing period 68 hours for 1st fishing period 22.7% less fishing time 

32 hour closure between 1st and 

2nd fishing periods 

76 hour closure between 1st and 

2nd fishing periods 
2.4 times longer closure 

88 hours for 2nd fishing period 66 hours for 2nd fishing period 25% less fishing time 

Sanak Island Section of Unimak 
District open for all gear types 

Sanak Island Section of Unimak 
District closed to all gear types 

Complete loss of fishing opportunity 
in Sanak Island Section 

 

 

Cooperative Management Agreement with Purse Seine Fleet & Processors (see RC104) 

Chum harvest during the first two fishing periods (now shorter) will be assessed for number harvested 

Chum samples will also be taken for future genetic stock identification work 

-On June 19th if chum harvest is 300,000 or more then the 3rd and 4th fishing periods will be reduced 

from 88 hours to 44 hours (50% less fishing time) in Shumagin Islands and South Unimak fisheries 

Chum harvest will be assessed again following the 3rd fishing period 

Chum samples will also be taken for future genetic stock identification work 

-On June 24th if chum harvest is 450,000 or more then the Shumagin Islands and South Unimak fisheries 

will close for the remainder of June 

 
 

ADFG Alaska Peninsula Management Area M Statistical Chart excerpt 

Yellow Highlight shows newly closed Sanak Island Section 
Pink Highlight shows Shumagin Islands and South Unimak areas subject to closure under chum triggers 



April 20, 2023 
 
Senator Matt Claman 
State Capitol Room 429 
Juneau, AK 99801 
 
Re: SB 128 – Senate Judiciary Committee  
 
Dear Senator Claman, 
 I am writing to you today for the very strong opposition of SB128. This bill is 
misunderstood by legislatures who do not have a grasp on the full realm of what commercial 
fishing entails, nonetheless, a sustainable fishery. This bill, if further movement is taken, is 
setting a harmful precedent for the legislature to substitute its own judgement for that of the 
Board of Fishers, who has authority over state fish management. This State Board is appointed 
by the Governor, confirmed by the legislature, and is informed by ADFG expertise, scientific 
data and is a very public process with hundreds of people testifying on this issue alone. Allowing 
further movement on SB128 would open a floodgate and invite individuals to try and manage 
Alaska’s fisheries by legislation. Please do not allow this bill to move on from the Senate 
Judiciary Committee.   
 I was born and raised in the Interior, in the Arctic-Yukon-Kuskokwim (AYK) region, to 
be exact. I grew up in a community that depended on subsistence fishing, and my childhood 
memories are dominated by recollections of my father, my mother, and countless other 
members of my family and broader community going out on boats and bringing back the fish 
that our people had harvested and survived on for generations. I grew up fishing for subsistence, 
and I know how deeply important it is not only for physical survival but for the survival of the 
cultures and identities of Native people across Alaska. 
 I have lived in False Pass over the past ten years and have raised my kids there, and they 
too know subsistence fishery. They have created their own memories, both in False Pass and in 
the AYK region with my family. I have seen the harvests change in my lifetime, from years of 
abundance to some years where there is nothing, and I am deeply sympathetic to the impossible 
situation many communities in the AYK–including the one I grew up in–find themselves in with 
increasingly diminished salmon runs. However, I know that shutting down the fishery 
sometimes referred to as Area M that my community and many, many other communities in 
Western Alaskan depend on will not solve any of the problems the AYK is facing–it will likely 
simply cause more communities to suffer. 
 I have spent my entire life in communities deeply connected to fishery, both commercial 
and subsistence, and I know first-hand the importance of fishery. However, I also recognize and 
value the truth, and study after study has shown that the crash in AYK stocks simply cannot be 
attributed to the Area M fishery. We owe it to ourselves and to our children to discuss this issue 
with our eyes wide open to the science and the facts, not blinded by fear and blame. While the 
decline in AYK salmon stocks is certainly alarming, it makes no sense–not scientifically, not 
economically, not culturally–to shut down the Area M fishery in an effort to somehow “save” the 
fisheries in the AYK. 

We must model respectful behavior for our children–the behavior they are currently 
seeing is not indicative of who we are as people, as Alaska Natives and Alaskans in general. This 



infighting, this baseless blame–it is completely antithetical to the values we all hold dear and do 
our best to live by. This culture of Alaska Natives, which has been adopted more broadly by all of 
Alaska, is rooted in community, sharing, resiliency, and tenacity–because without each other, 
without trust and common ground and willingness to come together, no one would survive in 
this state we all call home.  

We can do better than this. We must do better than this. We can fully embrace the values 
that have allowed our people to survive and thrive since time immemorial and stop this 
insidious exercise in blaming our neighbors. We all are just trying to survive and feed our 
families. Shutting down the Area M fishery will not bring back the AYK salmon abundance of 
years past–but it will inflict pain and suffering on families and communities that have nothing 
to do with the crisis. 
 
I strongly encourage you to oppose SB128 and prevent it from moving forward from the Senate 
Judiciary Committee. I appreciate your time and consideration and for your willingness to serve 
the people of Alaska.  
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
 
Lena Hoblet 
 

  



April 20, 2023

Chair Sen. Matt Claman

Senate Judiciary Committee

State Capitol Room 205

Juneau AK, 99801

Senate.Judiciary@akleg.gov

cc: House Fisheries Special Committee

cc: House Resources Committee

cc: Senate Resources Committee

RE: Oppose SB 128 Commercial Salmon Fishery Closure

Dear Chair Senator Claman and Committee Members,

Cordova District Fishermen United (CDFU) is an industry-based nonprofit strengthening commercial fishing

in the Prince William Sound region by advocating for the needs of community-based fishermen. Since 1935,

CDFU has represented fishermen and their families for thriving fisheries that sustain regional ecosystems,

communities, and ways of life - ensuring they are well informed, resourced, and mobilized to affect positive

change for all harvesters in the region.

We are writing to offer strong opposition to SB 128, which would close commercial fishing in Area M

regulatory waters from June 10 to June 30, 2023.

Our opposition to this bill is not based on opinions for or against the February decision by the State Board of

Fisheries and its related impacts. This bill should not move forward in the legislature because it undermines

the decision-making body for state fisheries management, which has been in existence since the 1960’s. Bills

challenging Board of Fisheries rulings are not the purview of the Alaska State Legislature. SB 128 creates a

precedent for Board of Fisheries decisions to be contested - simply even holding committee deliberations on a

challenge to a Board of Fisheries decision may be setting long-lasting and unknown precedents on future

management issues, beyond Area M, and beyond just fisheries.

The Board of Fisheries is appointed by the Governor, confirmed by the legislature, and is informed by ADFG

expertise and scientific data, and more importantly an ongoing strong, comprehensive public process. We urge

you to halt this bill and embrace the well-researched, nuanced, science-based decisions of the Board of

Fisheries, whose members the legislature confirms and whose supporting experts in the Alaska Department of

Fish and Game the legislature funds through annual budgets.

Sincerely,

Ezekiel Brown

President

Jess Rude

Executive Director

mailto:Senate.Judiciary@akleg.gov


   
 

April 21, 2023 
 

 
Senator Claman 
Senate Judiciary Committee  
Juneau AK, 99801 
 
RE: SB128 Commercial Salmon Fishery Closure 
 
Dear Chairman Claman and Senate Judiciary Members, 
 
The action BOF took on Proposal 140 at its February 2023 meeting was carefully crafted to 
be effective. 
 
Proposal 140 did not pass because it was unlikely to meaningfully increase chum passage to 
the AYK region.   
An alternative proposal was put forward and passed which reduces fishing time and 
established triggers and caps for the Shumigan Islands and South Unimak Sections 
requiring the department to restrict fishing time, or close fishing Areas if caps are met.  
In doing so, it will create an opportunity for chum to pass through, which was what the 
intent of proposal 140 aimed to do. 
 
SB 128 is Bad Policy:  
The legislature already confirms the BOF members appointed by the governor. If the 
legislature starts overriding BOF decisions, then Alaska begins managing fisheries by 
emotion and opinion rather than based on science and facts.   
 
Overriding a BOF decision opens the door to further intrusion by special interest groups. 
 
If the legislature involves itself in this decision, how will the legislature choose which 
decisions to get involved in going forward? 
 
 
Regards, 

  
 
Hank Baumgart, President 
907-738-1607 

550 South Franklin St., Juneau, AK 99801 
 

Ph 360.734.8175    Fx 360.734.2203 
 

hank@icystraitseafoods.com 
 

   
 
 

mailto:icystrait-wally@att.net
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April 19, 2023 

 

Senate Judiciary Committee 
Senator Matt Claman, Chair 
Alaska State Legislature 
Juneau, AK  99811 

 

RE: OPPOSE SB 128: Commercial Salmon Fishery Closure  

 

Dear Senate Judiciary Committee Members, 

     Southeast Alaska Fishermen’s Alliance (SEAFA) opposes SB 128.  We are extremely concerned about the 
precedent this would set by having the legislature step in and provide a temporary regulation solution to a segment 
of the public dissatisfied with the Board of Fish decision.  While the Board of Fish process may be imperfect and 
you often feel like you weren’t heard, the Board members consider an incredible amount of written and oral 
testimony from ADF&G and the public on all sides of the issue and come to compromise solutions leaving most of 
the public with the feeling dissatisfied with the final solutions. Generally, when everyone is dissatisfied, a 
reasonable compromise has occurred.   

     It is difficult to look back after a meeting is over at a specific proposal number on the Board’s summary of 
actions and totally understand what the Board did or did not do.  The Board often has many proposals dealing with 
the same regulation where they may develop compromises on the issue using one proposal or several proposals. 

     If the Legislature passes SB 128, they will be bombarded by constituents to have their issue re-considered 
and dealt with by the legislature when they are upset by the decision of the Board of Fish and Game.  The 
legislature does not have the time to take on Board of Fish and Game issues. The Board’s process is a world-
renowned public process for the development of management decisions.   

     SEAFA is a multi-gear/multi-species membership based commercial fishing association representing our 330+ 

members involved in the salmon, crab, and shrimp fisheries of Southeast Alaska as well as longline fisheries in SE 

and the Gulf of Alaska. 
 

Sincerely, 

 

Kathy Hansen 
Executive Director 

           Southeast Alaska Fishermen’s Alliance  
            1008 Fish Creek Rd 
            Juneau, AK  99801 

Email:  kathy@seafa.org  

                Cell Phone: 907-465-7666 
                  Fax: 907-917-5470          Website: http://www.seafa.org  



Sand Point, AK 99661
smlcraftcafe@gmail.com

April 19, 2023

Judiciary Committee
Alaska State Senate
120 4th St.
Juneau, AK 99801

Subject: Opposition of SB 128

Dear Chair and Members of the Committee,

Small Craft Cafe is a recently established small, locally-owned, restaurant in Sand Point, AK.
Sand Point is a small town with about 1,000 year-round residents, the number fluctuates to
around 1,500 each summer. We write today to state our opposition to SB 128.

The core idea of our inception was to provide a communal space for the local residents and
fishermen of the area to gather. Our restaurant is one of only three in our community, we employ
local residents and will rely heavily on the summer salmon season to pay our workers and give
back to our community throughout the year.

Being located in the heart of the boat harbor, we can witness first-hand the liveliness brought to
our community by the start of the Area M salmon season each June. Kids are out of school
working on their family fishing boats, returning out-of-town fishermen are greeted by residents
with open arms and smiles, and the small businesses in town have greater opportunity.

If passed, SB 128 would cause immeasurable harm to the people of the communities in Area M.
Residents would be forced to leave their home-towns and local businesses such as ours would
have to close their doors. It is wrong to pass this bill and disrespect the public process that is
the Board of Fisheries meetings. Overriding board action after members of our communities flew
to Anchorage to testify is unfair, and sets an unjust precedent against Area M and the State
Board of Fisheries forever.

Thank You,

Madison Thompson
Co-Owner



 
 

 

April 20, 2023 
 
Senator Matt Claman, chair 
Senate Judiciary Committee 
Juneau Capitol Building 205 
Juneau, Ak 99901 
 

Dear Senator Claman and committee members, 

The City of False Pass opposes SB128.  

We know this Bill is before your committee because of the outcomes at the February 2023 Board of Fish 
meetings. The Alaska Board of Fisheries Esteemed Members are appointed by our Governor and 
confirmed by the legislature, which includes an extensive public process to provide diversity of interest 
and points of view. These members are fully aware of their roles and they are responsible for the 
management of fisheries, as established under Alaska Statutes. As elected officials ourselves, we value 
this process and urge legislature not to overstep the Board of Fish’s decision, though understand your 
authority to do so.  

Area M Salmon fisheries impacts on AYK Chum returns have proven to be very low, according to harvest 
rates and sampling data. The Board of Fish members had ample time to review all the science, hear all the 
expert staff reports, and listen to all stakeholders interests. We have put our confidences in these 
people’s hands and we should continue to support their decisions. 

For False Pas, a year without a June salmon season would be detrimental. We are a small community 
that’s mere survival is on subsistence and commercial fishing. We are certain the fish processors would 
not operate and the support that comes with those operations would be eliminated if SB 128 passed. Over 
49% of the City’s operating budget in FY22 was exclusively from raw fish tax. If we factor in Sales Tax, 
Slip Rental & Wharfage, which are all significantly increased due to June salmon fishing, that brings it 
up to almost 67% of our operating budget.  

False Pass economy and the way of life would be destroyed. 

We urge you to oppose SB128 and not override the authority given to the Board of Fisheries, as we know 
that this will set a dangerous precedent for future management issues. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

Nikki Hoblet 
Mayor 



Judiciary Committee Alaska State Senate 120 4th St. 

Juneau, AK 99801 

Dear Members of the Judiciary Committee: 

 

I am lifelong resident of Alaska, a subsistence user, and a commercial fisherman that 

strongly opposes SB 128. 

Upon graduating from college with my bachelor's degree in 2017, I figuratively invested 

every penny I had into an Area M set net permit and pioneered a shore-based 

commercial fishing operation in Port Moller on the North Alaskan Peninsula. Fast 

forward 6 years later to 2023, I have once again figuratively invested every penny of my 

savings while also taking on debt for capital to scale my set net operation into a direct 

market seafood company with plans of integrating processing and distribution of my 

salmon to markets across the country in 2023.  

To be straightforward, SB 128 would bankrupt me and many other young fishermen 

who have recently taken on debt and invested into the Area M fishery in good faith that 

State would be manage our fisheries following Sustainable Yield clause in The 

Constitution of The State of Alaska. Under Article 8, section 4 which states “Fish, 

forests, wildlife, grasslands, and all other replenishable resources belonging to the State 

shall be utilized, developed, and maintained on the sustained yield principle, subject to 

preferences among beneficial uses.”  

The Board of Fisheries spent 10 days in February 2023 deliberating after listening to 

over 300 in person testimonies from commercial fishermen, subsistence users, 

indigenous people and tribal councils from both the Aleutians and the AYK region, 

fisheries science experts, local government, Community Development Quota groups, 

local Board of Fish Advisory Committees, and the Alaska Department of Fish and Game 

about proposals regarding the Area M salmon fishery. The Board of Fisheries is not a 

broken process, in which decided to make notable changes to fishing time available in 

June for Seine and Drift gear, implementing chum caps, in addition to completely 

closing the Sanak Island Section indefinitely this past February. However, the Board of 

Fisheries will be broken and futile if the legislature starts passing laws that bypass and 

undermines the process completely. Not only SB 128 threatens the existence of the 

Area M commercial salmon fishery which provides thousands of jobs in rural Alaska, SB 

128 could create a trend future legislative bills of similar nature that slowly destroy our 

commercial fishing industry which is the largest private sector of our State’s economy all 

in the name of “conservation”. 

SB 128 calls for the complete closure of Area M and fails the grasp the June fishery on 

the North Peninsula in June, which is managed based on the salmon escapement from 

the local streams of Nelson River, Bear River, Sandy River, and Meshik River on the 

North Alaskan Peninsula. The North Alaskan Sockeye harvest in June is significant with 

a 4-year average of 403,954 Sockeye from 2019-2022 during the month of June. On the 



other hand, an average of 240 chum salmon were harvested in the month of June in the 

Northern district from 2019-22 which are more than certainly fish returning the local 

streams of Herendeen and Moller Bay which gets considerable amounts of Chum 

salmon later in the season.  

SB 128 will close the North Peninsula Area M salmon fishery which is currently 

managed by local sockeye escapement in which the results will be punitive to the North 

Peninsula Area M salmon fishery stakeholders, communities of the Aleutians East 

borough, and seafood companies that are reliant on the resource without any ounce of 

scientific backing that the North Alaska Peninsula Salmon fishery is  intercepting chum 

salmon bound for struggling river systems of Coastal Western Alaska. 

Closing the North Alaskan Peninsula Salmon fishery down denies access to harvesting 

our local sockeye under any circumstance and which is a violation of the sustainable 

yield clause in The Constitution of the State of Alaska. SB 128 if passed, not only will 

the result in the over escapement of sockeye to our local salmon streams, bankruptcy of 

many fishermen, and closure of our local processing facilities; a state generated 

economic crisis will be imminent to the communities Aleutians East Borough. On a 

positive note, about 240 more chums per year would likely escape in our local streams 

of Port Moller and Herendeen Bay during the month of June. 

 I am empathetic to the communities that are experiencing a salmon disaster in Western 

Alaska, but I urge you to not create a second salmon crisis in the Aleutians by denying 

our rights to commercially access the salmon resource. 

 

 

 

 

Sincerely, 

Connor Murphy 







 

April 21, 2023 

 

Senate Judiciary Committee 

Sent Electronically 

 

RE: Opposition to SB 128- Commercial Fishery Salmon Closure 

 

Dear Senator Claman and Committee Members,  

 

United Fishermen of Alaska (UFA) is the statewide commercial fishing trade association, 

representing 37 commercial fishing organizations participating in fisheries throughout the state 

and the federal fisheries off Alaska’s coast.  

 

UFA opposes Senate bill 128, which would close the Area M fishery from June 10 through June 

30 this year.  Historically, the legislature has vested the authority to make fisheries allocations 

with the Alaska Board of Fisheries (BOF).  This bill aims to override an allocative decision that 

was made by the BOF at a recent Alaska Peninsula/Aleutian Island/Chignik Finfish meeting.  

Overriding the authority of a state board will have long-lasting and unknown repercussions on 

further management issues, beyond Area M and beyond fisheries.   

 

The BOF process is often spirited and perhaps contentious at times, but what participants have 

been able to rely on is a strong public process.  Any resident of Alaska can apply to sit on the 

Board, the Governor appoints individuals from the applicant pool, and the legislature vets and 

confirms appointees.  Prior to meetings, fair notice is given and anyone who has an interest can 

submit a proposal.  The proposals are posted online and people can provide comment.  During 

the meeting, individuals are given the opportunity to provide oral and written testimony as well 

as participate in discussions.  While the process may be frustrating and may not always go the 

way your association or group might have hoped, attendees know that there was ample time to be 

heard, offer suggestions, and participate in the process.  At the most recent meeting, BOF 

members received hundreds of pages of testimony, extended the meeting an additional two days 

to accommodate all public testimony, and sat through hours of science-based presentations.  

Board members spend weeks away from their families and jobs to serve the State of Alaska and 

fellow Alaskans.  SB 128 is a disservice to the BOF process, those who volunteer to serve, those 

who participate in the process, and to the scientists who have dedicated their time to providing 

the best information for the BOF to base decisions on. 

 

SB 128 seems to be in response to the misperception that no action was taken at the recent 

Alaska Peninsula/Aleutian Island/Chignik Finfish BOF meeting to protect the passage of 

Western Alaska chum salmon through the region.  Proposal 140, which proposed a fixed date 

closure, would not have guaranteed an increased passage of fish.  Rather than adopt Proposal 



140, the board adopted a plan which included triggers and hard caps for the South Unimak and 

Shumagin Islands sections of the area, which would require the department to restrict fishing 

time and closure in areas if they are met.  (See attached for a one-page comparison of what Area 

M management looked like going into the BOF meeting and what the new plan looks like as a 

result of the actions taken).   

 

The Board also approved the fleet implementing a cooperative management agreement, which 

requires 100% of the fleet to sign on, share all harvest data, monitor chum harvest in-season in 

space and time, and stand down or move fishing locations when directed, to create opportunity 

for chum to pass through. This adaptive approach is actually the only way to ensure more 

passage to coastal western AK, as opposed to fixed closures in regulation that don’t correspond 

to when chum are actually on the fishing grounds. 

 

UFA understands the chum salmon crisis that is happening in Western Alaska and the need to 

take action to protect the stocks that are returning to that region.  The actions from the recent 

BOF meeting represent significant steps towards that goal.  It is also worth noting that the most 

recent genetic data (2022) indicates that less than 5.5% of the total chum returning to coastal 

western Alaska was harvested in Area M.  The genetics point to the majority of the chum 

harvested in Area M (58%) being of Asian/Russian hatchery origin. 

 

UFA supports fisheries management that is based on the best available science and that the best 

forum for fisheries allocation and regulatory issues is at the Board of Fisheries, not the Alaska 

State Legislature. 

 

Regards, 

          
Matt Alward       Tracy Welch 

President       Executive Director 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS 

Alaska Bering Sea Crabbers • Alaska Longline Fishermen’s Association • Alaska Scallop Association • Alaska Trollers Association 
Alaska Whitefish Trawlers Association • Area M Seiners Association • At-sea Processors Association • Bristol Bay Fishermen’s Association 

Bristol Bay Regional Seafood Development Association • Bristol Bay Reserve • Cape Barnabas, Inc. • Concerned Area “M” Fishermen  
Cook Inlet Aquaculture Association • Cordova District Fishermen United • Douglas Island Pink and Chum • Freezer Longline Coalition • Fishing Vessel 

Owners Assn Groundfish Forum • Kenai Peninsula Fishermen’s Association • Kodiak Crab Alliance Cooperative • Kodiak Regional Aquaculture 
Association • Kodiak Seiners Association • North Pacific Fisheries Association • Northern Southeast Regional Aquaculture Association • Northwest 

Setnetters Association • Petersburg Vessel Owners Association • Prince William Sound Aquaculture Corporation • Purse Seine Vessel Owner 
Association • Seafood Producers Cooperative • Southeast Alaska Herring Conservation Alliance • Southeast Alaska Fisherman's Alliance • Southeast 

Alaska Regional Dive Fisheries Association • Southeast Alaska Seiners 
Southern Southeast Regional Aquaculture Association • United Catcher Boats • United Southeast Alaska Gillnetters 

Valdez Fisheries Development Association 
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